
The Influence of Perceived Criticism and Sexism on Negative Emotional Reactions  
Towards Sexist-related Criticism in Familial, Workplace and Intimate Relationships 

Introduction
Background

• Criticism: negative evaluative feedback received 
from other people in social interactions (Deutsch, 1961; 

Kamins & Dweck, 1999)

•Negative emotional response towards criticism 
(Baumeister et al., 2007; Swim et al., 2001)

• Prevalence of sexism in employment, including 
sexist interpersonal interactions and sexist remarks 
• Perceptions of criticism and sexism can differ (Smith 

& Peterson, 2008; Riemer et al., 2014) 

Methodology

Aim and Hypothesis

• 95 female participants, age 18-31 years (mean = 
21.3, SD = 2.23)
• PC ratings for romantic partners, fathers, mothers 

and workplace supervisors (Hooley & Teasdale, 1989) 

• Schedule of Sexist Events (Klonoff & Landrine, 1995) 

Experimental procedure
• Read vignettes depicting sexist or non-sexist 

comments from each of the relationship types
• Rated how upset they would feel in each scenario

Aim: Investigate the influence of perceived criticism
(PC), perceived sexism (PS) and relationship type on
negative emotional responses towards criticism in
familial, workplace and intimate interactions
Hypothesis: Individuals with high perceived sexism
will experience significantly greater levels of upset
when PC ratings increase compared to individuals
with low perceived sexism, only in the supervisor
condition.
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Multiple regression analyses :
Significant three-way interaction between PC, PS and 
relationship type towards sexist-related criticism but not 
for non-sexist related criticism
(i) PC x PS x Supervisor (t = -2.05, p = 0.04)
(ii) PC x PS x Partner (t = -1.97, p = 0.05)
Simple slope analysis:
(i) Partner condition: Lower feelings of upset as PC 
increases for high PS (mean +1 SD) individuals
(ii) Supervisor condition: Greater feelings of upset as PC 
increases for low PS (mean -1 SD) individuals

PC x PS x Partner
→ Comments from romantic partners were always rated 

as less sexist than those from bosses or strangers (Riemer 

et al., 2014)

→ (Certain) sexist behaviors and/or attitudes may be 
more “tolerated” or “disregarded” in romantic 
relationships where social interactions in these 
relationships are viewed less objectively

PC x PS x Supervisor
→ Comments from bosses were found to be more sexist 

(Riemer et al., 2014)

→ Individuals with high PS may be more likely to identify 
sexist-related criticism as sexism

→ Attribute to sexism by supervisor instead of 
internalizing the criticism

1 Replicate across different countries, cultures
Collectivistic cultures emphasise social hierarchy (Triandis, 

1989) → Response to figures of authority may differ from 
individualistic cultures
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Figure 1:  Interaction plot of fitted regression lines of PC and perceived 
sexism against levels of upset grouped by relationship type for sexist 
criticism (F: Father, M: Mother, P: Partner, S: Supervisor)
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Figure 2:  Interaction plot of fitted regression lines of PC and perceived 
sexism against levels of upset grouped by relationship type  for non-
sexist criticism (F: Father, M: Mother, P: Partner, S: Supervisor)


